MIZORAM POLICE PRESS STATEMENT

No. POL/PR/2017/134
Dated Aizawl the 15th Jan., 2019.

Mizo thalai Delhi Police Constable (Executive) hna mipa leh hmeichhia tana dil theih na hun chu pawhsei leh a nih bakah mipa bik diltu kum 18-26 atangin 18-30 (ST) tan pawhsei a ni bawk. Constable Post ruak hnawhkhah nan hian mipa tan post ruak 44 leh hmeichhe tan post ruak 21 a awm a, hlawh chu Pay Scale of PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- + Grade Pay Rs. 2000/- (Revised Pay Scale after 7th CPC Pay Matrix Level-03) a ni ang.

Recruitment hi Aizawl ah neih tur ani ang a, Mizoram mi leh sa ngei (Permanent Residential certificate nei), sorkar recognized zirna in atanga Class XII (10+2) pass chin te tan dil theih ani ang. Hmeichhia leh mipa kum 18-30 te tan dil theih a ni ang a, Sportsperson leh Ex-servicemen te ngaihnathiamna pek an ni ang.

Dilna (Application Form) leh he hna chungchanga hriatchian duh nei te chuan Information Desk/Help Line, DIG (Hqrs) Office, PHQ, Khatla, Aizawl ah lak chhuah/zawhfiab theih a ni a, Mizoram Police Website www.police.mizoram.gov.in ah en/download theih bawk a ni.

Dilna thehluh hun hi dt. 13.02.2019 thleng hawn a ni ang.
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